
What   is   Wednesday   Gathering?  

Wednesday   Gathering  i s   a   Free   hour   on   Zoom   at   which   up   to   nine   artists   share   5   min.   of   work   each.   But   all   are   

welcome.   Want   to  j ust   come   and  l isten?   Come   on  i n!  

What   kind   of   work   is   welcome?  

Any   kind   of   artistic   expression   is   welcome   here:   theatre,   film,   music,   dance,   visual   art,   short   story,   poetry,  

essay—you   name   it.    If   you   can   share   it   within   the   confines   of   a   Zoom   meeting   it’s   welcome   here.     

What   is   Wednesday   Gathering   not?    

Wednesday   Gathering   is   not   a   professional   showcase   of   new   work.    

Nor   is   it   a   developmental   workshop   or   a   class   at   which   artists   seek   feedback.    (If   you’re   looking   for   a   writers   

workshop,    Roland   Tec   happens   to   run   one     and   he’ll   be   happy   to   consider   you   for   it.)     

As   the   name   implies,   gathering   online   at   a   time   when   leaving   the   house   felt   dangerous   was   (and   remains)   the  

primary   objective.   This   is   a   weekly   gathering   of   individuals   who   share   a   love   of   the   arts.   Audience.   Writer.   

Producer.   Performer.   Designer.   

All   are   welcome   here   as   long   as   you   embrace   our   two   pillars   holding   up   this   edifice:  

Curiosity   and   Kindness.  

This   is   a   safe   space   and   rudeness   will   not   be   tolerated.   Admission   is   FREE   although   the   occasional   gift   of   a   few  

bucks   to   support   the   Zoom   hosting   will   never   be   refused.   

When   I   Want   to   Share   Work   What   Do   I   Do?  

Whenever   you   have   work   you’d   like   to   share,   we   ask   that   you   enter   the   Zoom   meeting   by   6:25PM   and   Roland   or  

whoever   is   leading   the   session   will   check   in   with   everyone   to   see   what   people   have   to   share.     

If   more   than   9   people   have   work   to   share,   names   will   be   drawn   from   a   hat.  

At   6:30PM   we   begin   and   we   usually   end   by   7:30PM.  

By   sharing   and   by   listening   with   your   full   attention   all   who   gather   here   on   a   Wednesday   night   remind   us   what   it  

means   to   be   alive   and   to   be   human.     

Thank   you   for   that.   We   need   that.   Now   more   than   ever.  
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